-~-of independent randan vectors (r. v. ) [not necessarily identically distributed (i.d.) J, such that under P e ' Xi has a probability density function (p.d. f. ) f. (x,6) , for i > 1. Let n. (x,e) , i> 1 be Ff-valued functions on)E;x 8. Then, -~-an estimating funation (p-vector) may be defined [ viz., Huber (1967) , Hi9:'jek (1970), Inagaki(1970 Inagaki( ,1973 , and others] as (1.1) S (t) = r.~1 n. (X., t) , t e: Ff , n~=~ã nd if T = T (Xl' ••• ,X ) be a rf-valued r. v., such that for scme given ex > 0, n n (1.2) n-ex S (T ) -+ 0, in probability, as n -+ 00 n n
• then, T is tenmed a derived estimator of e ; the maximum likelihood estimator we may not be in a {X)sition to asStmE that Eni (Xi' e) is finite ( particularly, when a = 1) or the variance of n. (X. ,e) -n. (X. ,e') is finite (when a>~).~~H ence, to justify (1.2), in the general case, we asStmE that
n-as (e) has asymptotically a stable law G with centering parameter 0, n where we confine ourselves to (2.2) < a < I.
I-a
we may note that for a >I, n converges to 0 as n -+ 00, so that even if
,. 
2.1V
The proof of the theorem is provided in the next section. Note that for a =~, in (2.5), we may take r = 2, although the second m:::m:mt may not exist for a >~; for our purp:>se, r > 1 suffices. Also, our (2.5) is m::>re easily verifiable than the s\lP-nonn m:::m:mt corxlition in Inagaki(1973) or others.
3. Proof of the main theorem. First, we proceed to construct a sequence of
estimating functional processes ani establish its tightness ( or relative compactness ); these are then incorporated in the proof of the main theorem. Note that by (2.3) and 0.1), for every (fixed) u € C, W (u) involves ( n) n independent sumnands. Thus, using a version of the L P -convergence theorem [ viz., Chatterjee (1969)J, we have, for every r € (1,2J, Now, by (2.5) (for a < I), for every do > 0, there exists an no ' such that na-lilull < do ' for every u e: C and n~no ; for a = 1, (2.5') ensures the saIOO. Hence, for n > n , the right hand side Crhs} of (3.3) is bounded fran .4), the incran=nt of W n over the block B is given by E . n Next, we note that by (2.5), (2.6) and (2.7), for every a e: L!z ,1), II -a n a-I -II (3.8) n E. 1 EeU. ex. ,e, n u) + r u -+ 0, as n -+ 00 , =~~n unifonnly in u e: C, while, (2.9) is just the sarre result for a = 1. Therefore, fran (3.2) and (3.8) Cor (2.9) for a = 1), we obtain that as n -+ Q) , sup lin-o.t!lI n. ex. ,6+n al u) -n. (.X. ,e) + r ull -+ 0, in .probability.ũ e:C~1.1. (in #) such that on writing T = 8 + n-(1-a)u (with T definerl as in (1.2», n n n l3.10) p{ u e: C I 8 } > 1 -e: , for every n > n • n e: --0 It may be mted that by virtue of (2.8), though u may not be unique, all such n solutions are convergent-equivalent , in probability, and hence, for the asyrnptotic distribution of T , anyone of these would be usable. Consequently, from n (3.9) and (3.10), we obtain that as n -+ 00, -a -a I-a -(3.11) n S (T ) -n S (8) + n r (T -8 -+ 0, in probability, n n n n n so that using (1.2) and (3.11), we arrive at (2.10) and (2.11). This canpletes the proof of the theorem.
We may note that the asynptotic linearity result in (3.9) has been userl as 1 the main tool in the proof of the asymptotic nonnality of n~(T -e) for the n regular case of a =~; it plays the sanE role in the general case of a e: [~,l] .
One of the advantages of using the estimating function in (1.1) (instead of the usual likelihood function) is that it may be userl to study the asyrrptotic behaviour of the MLE when the nDdel may be incorrect. For exarrple, if h. <.x, e) , 
